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Regulation/Package Title (a general description of the rules’ substantive content): 

Chapter 3   No Change rules. 

Rule Number(s):3769-3-01; 3769-3-06 – 3769-3-10; 3769-3-12 – 3769-18; 3769-3-22;3769-3-24 – 

3769-3-27; 3769-3-30; 3769-3-36; 3769-3-38; 3769-3-40 
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Rule Type/Number of Rules: 

New/___ rules  

Amended/____ rules (FYR? ___) 

No Change/_X__ rules (FYR? _Y_) 

Rescinded/____ rules (FYR? ___) 

The Common Sense Initiative is established in R.C. 107.61 to eliminate excessive and 

duplicative rules and regulations that stand in the way of job creation.  Under the Common 

Sense Initiative, agencies must balance the critical objectives of regulations that have an 

adverse impact on business with the costs of compliance by the regulated parties. Agencies 

should promote transparency, responsiveness, predictability, and flexibility while developing 

regulations that are fair and easy to follow. Agencies should prioritize compliance over 

punishment, and to that end, should utilize plain language in the development of regulations. 
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Reason for Submission 

1. R.C. 106.03 and 106.031 require agencies, when reviewing a rule, to determine whether 

the rule has an adverse impact on businesses as defined by R.C. 107.52.  If the agency 

determines that it does, it must complete a business impact analysis and submit the rule 

for CSI review.   

 

Which adverse impact(s) to businesses has the agency determined the rule(s) create?  

 

The rule(s): 

a. ☒     Requires a license, permit, or any other prior authorization to engage in or 

operate a line of business. 

b. ☒     Imposes a criminal penalty, a civil penalty, or another sanction, or creates a 

cause of action for failure to comply with its terms.   

c. ☒     Requires specific expenditures or the report of information as a condition of 

compliance.  

d. ☐     Is likely to directly reduce the revenue or increase the expenses of the lines of 

business to which it will apply or applies. 

 

Regulatory Intent 

2. Please briefly describe the draft regulation in plain language.   

Please include the key provisions of the regulation as well as any proposed amendments. 

3769-3-01 defines win, place and show pools. Eighteen percent is deducted from the pools.  The 

regulation describes betting interests if owners and/or trainers have more than one horse in the 

race. 

 

3769-3-06 The permit holder must display the odds in the race. 

 

3769-3-07 The permit holder is required to number each location where wagers are accepted. 

The employees must have a name tag.  It also discusses a wager above one hundred dollars can 

be cancelled.  

 

3769-3-08 The permit holder is required to keep records of all wagering. 

 

3769-3-09 The permit holders’ requirements if there is less money in the pool to pay all the 

winning bets. 

 

3769-3-10 The permit holders’ requirements if there is an overpayment or underpayment for 

winning wagers 
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3769-3-12 The rule describes win, place and show calculations from the pools to distribute funds 

to the person that place a winning bet. 

 

3769-3-13 The permit holders’ requirements if no money was wagered on the horse that finished 

first. 

 

3769-3-14 The permit holders’ requirements if no money was wagered on the horse that finished 

second. 

 

3769-3-15 The permit holders’ requirements if no money was wagered on the horse that finished 

first, second and/or third horse in the show pool. 

 

3769-3-16 The permit holders’ requirements if there is a dead heat for first place. 

 

3769-3-17 The permit holders’ requirements if there is a dead heat for second place. 

 

3769-3-18 The permit holders’ requirements if there is a dead heat for third place. 

 

3769-3-24 The permit holders’ requirements for twin trifecta wagering. 

 

3769-3-25 The permit holders requirements for tri-super wagering. 

 

3769-3-26 The permit holders requirements for twin-super wagering. 

 

3769-3-27 The permit holders requirements for win-three pools wagering. 

 

3769-3-30 The permit holders’ requirements for quinella double and perfecta double wagering. 

 

3769-3-36 The permit holders’ requirements for exacta (n) wagering 

 

3769-3-38 The permit holders’ requirements for team wagering. 

 

3769-3-40 The permit holders’ requirements for fortune pick (n) wagering. 

 

3769-3-99 The penalties the commission may impose. 

 

3. Please list the Ohio statute(s) that authorize the agency, board or commission to adopt 

the rule(s) and the statute(s) that amplify that authority. 
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a. 3769.03  

4. Does the regulation implement a federal requirement?   Is the proposed regulation 

being adopted or amended to enable the state to obtain or maintain approval to 

administer and enforce a federal law or to participate in a federal program? 

a. No, it is not part of any federal program. 

 

5. If the regulation implements a federal requirement, but includes provisions not 

specifically required by the federal government, please explain the rationale for 

exceeding the federal requirement. 

a. The Commission is the only entity that regulates horse racing in Ohio. No, it is not 

part of any federal program. 

6. What is the public purpose for this regulation (i.e., why does the Agency feel that there 

needs to be any regulation in this area at all)? 

a. The public must be protected when wagering.  There is a need to define different 

possible wagers and to define the procedure to payout for these wagers and to inform 

the betting public and the permit holders the procedure if certain situations occur. 

7. How will the Agency measure the success of this regulation in terms of outputs and/or 

outcomes? 

a. These rules have been in place for some time and the Commission believes the 

success of these rules has been demonstrated. 

8. Are any of the proposed rules contained in this rule package being submitted pursuant 

to R.C. 101.352, 101.353, 106.032, 121.93, or 121.931?   

If yes, please specify the rule number(s), the specific R.C. section requiring this 

submission, and a detailed explanation. 

No. 

Development of the Regulation 

9. Please list the stakeholders included by the Agency in the development or initial review 

of the draft regulation. 

a. The primary stakeholders are the seven commercial permit holders and members of the 

horsemen’s association who are required to implement and/or follow these rules. 

If applicable, please include the date and medium by which the stakeholders were initially 

contacted. 

10. What input was provided by the stakeholders, and how did that input affect the draft 

regulation being proposed by the Agency? 

a. These no-change rules were provided to the industry for comments.  No comments were 

received for suggested changes.  The Commission does not believe that these rules need 

to be changed. 
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11. What scientific data was used to develop the rule or the measurable outcomes of the 

rule?  How does this data support the regulation being proposed? 

a. No additional scientific data was used to develop these rules. 

12. What alternative regulations (or specific provisions within the regulation) did the 

Agency consider, and why did it determine that these alternatives were not 

appropriate?  If none, why didn’t the Agency consider regulatory alternatives? 

 

a. No alternative regulations were considered as these rules have been in existence for 

several years and no changes were found to be warranted by stakeholders or the 

commission. 

 

13. What measures did the Agency take to ensure that this regulation does not duplicate an 

existing Ohio regulation?   

a. No other agency regulates horse racing in Ohio, therefore no duplication will occur. 

14. Please describe the Agency’s plan for implementation of the regulation, including any 

measures to ensure that the regulation is applied consistently and predictably for the 

regulated community. 

a. The Commission has employees at all commercial tracks to ensure compliance with these 

rules. 

Adverse Impact to Business 

15. Provide a summary of the estimated cost of compliance with the rule(s). Specifically, 

please do the following: 

a.   Identify the scope of the impacted business community, and 

i. The scope of the impacted business community includes the seven-commercial 

permit holders in Ohio and the licensees associated with horse racing. 

b. Quantify and identify the nature of all adverse impact (e.g., fees, fines, employer 

time for compliance, etc.).  

 

3769-3-01 Eighteen percent is deducted from the pools.  The permit holder could be fined 

or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-06 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-07 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-08 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-09 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-10 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 
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3769-3-12 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-13 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-14 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-15 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-16 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-17 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-18 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-22 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-24 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-25 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-26 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-27 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-30 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-36 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-38 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-40 The permit holder could be fined or suspended for not following this rule. 

 

3769-3-99 The penalties the Commission can impose. 

16. Are there any proposed changes to the rules that will reduce a regulatory burden 

imposed on the business community? Please identify. (Reductions in regulatory burden 

may include streamlining reporting processes, simplifying rules to improve readability, 

eliminating requirements, reducing compliance time or fees, or other related factors). 
 

a. There are no changes to these rules. 

 

17. Why did the Agency determine that the regulatory intent justifies the adverse impact to 

the regulated business community? 

3769-3-01 The eighteen percent is required by R.C. 3769.08. 
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3769-3-06 The permit holder must display the odds in the race, so the wagering public can 

decide on which horse to wager 

3769-3-07 The Commission needs to know where wagers are being accepted and which 

employee is involved in a transaction if there is an issue.  

3769-3-08 The permit holder must comply with R.C. 3769.08 and 3769.087 by keeping records 

of all wagering. 

3769-3-09 The permit holders need to pay all the winning bets. 

3769-3-10 The permit holders need to be responsible for an overpayment or underpayment for 

winning wagers. 

3769-3-12 The permit holder needs a consistent system to calculate wagers so the person that 

place a winning bet can know the amount for a successful wager 

3769-3-13 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system if no money was 

wagered on the horse that finished first. 

3769-3-14 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system if no money was 

wagered on the horse that finished second. 

3769-3-15 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system if no money was 

wagered on the horse that finished third. 

3769-3-16 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system if there is a dead 

heat for first place. 

3769-3-17 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system if there is a dead 

heat for second place 

3769-3-18 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system if there is a dead 

heat for third place 

3769-3-22 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for trifecta 

wagering. 

3769-3-23 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for superfecta 

wagering. 

3769-3-24 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for twin trifecta 

wagering. 
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3769-3-25 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for tri-super 

wagering. 

3769-3-26 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for twin-super 

wagering. 

3769-3-27 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for win-three 

pools wagering. 

3769-3-30 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for quinella 

double and perfecta double wagering. 

3769-3-36 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for exacta (n) 

wagering 

3769-3-38 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for team 

wagering. 

3769-3-40 The permit holders’ and the betting public need a consistent system for fortune pick 

(n) wagering. 

3769-3-99 The permit holders need to know potential penalties the commission may impose. 

 

Regulatory Flexibility 

18. Does the regulation provide any exemptions or alternative means of compliance for 

small businesses?  Please explain. 

a. No, this regulation applies to only seven commercial race track permit holders; therefore, 

an exemption for small businesses is not applicable. 

19. How will the agency apply Ohio Revised Code section 119.14 (waiver of fines and 

penalties for paperwork violations and first-time offenders) into implementation of the 

regulation? 

a. R.C. 119.14 is not applicable. 

20. What resources are available to assist small businesses with compliance of the 

regulation? 

a. The Commission website at  www.racingohio.net 

b. The Commission phone number at 614-466-2757 

c. The Commission facsimile number at 614-466-1900 

d. The Deputy Director Tanya.Boulmetis@racing.ohio.net 

http://www.racingohio.net/
mailto:Tanya.Boulmetis@racing.ohio.net


 
3769-3-01 Win, place, show wagering and entries.

(A) The horse racing act legalizes and permits the parimutuel form of wagering in Ohio but
only on the premises of permit holders. Wagering may be in several distinct pools;
namely, on horses to finish first, which is designated the "win" pool; on horses to
finish first or second, which is designated the "place" pool; and on horses to finish
first, second, or third which is designated the "show" pool. Any other type of pool
is called an "exotic pool."

(B) From each win, place, and show pool at any race track conducting parimutuel wagering,
there shall be deducted eighteen per cent. The remainder, less breakage, shall be the
net pool for distribution.

(C) All horses from the same stable or of the same ownership engaged in the same race
must race as an entry and a single wagering interest unless otherwise permitted by
the commission. However, when a trainer enters more than one horse of different
ownership in any type race the horses may be uncoupled as an entry and considered
to be separate betting interests. No trainer may have more than two betting interests
in any one race other than a stakes race. In all win, place, and show pools, if two or
more horses in a race are coupled as an entry or field in one betting interest, there
shall be no refunds, unless all of the horses so coupled are excused before off time.

(D) All pools shall be calculated in accordance with the accepted practice in the calculation
of mutuel pools as herein provided.
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Certification

Date

Promulgated Under: 119.03
Statutory Authority: 3769.03
Rule Amplifies: 3769.03
Prior Effective Dates: 03/16/1970, 01/01/1985, 04/03/1986, 05/21/1990,

09/05/1994, 09/01/2008



 
3769-3-06 Approximate odds board.

(A) Each permit holder must display an approximate odds board or alternate display
device and post thereon the opening line and not less than three additional complete
quotations or lines of odds for the purpose of informing the public of the actual
wagering on each horse as disclosed by an accurate take-off of the win pool at the time
such odds are posted and also a final line after the close of wagering. No quotation
or line shall exceed a total of one hundred ten plus the commission per cent for the
win pool.

(B) A copy of the opening line and all additional lines of odds, as well as amounts of money
wagered on each horse at the time each line of odds is posted, shall be furnished and
delivered to a representative of the commission by the permit holder following each
race.
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3769-3-07 Numbering of mutuel windows and mutuel transactions.

(A) All sellers' and cashiers' windows in mutuel departments of permit holders shall
be numbered and the number designating each window shall be displayed at such
window in direct view of patrons. In addition, the mutuel clerk at each window
shall wear a name tag which properly identifies himself/herself and which is readily
readable by any person with normal eyesight.

(B) A single mutuel ticket, with a total purchase value of one hundred dollars or more to
win on any individual horse, shall only be cancelled within six transactions from the
time it was issued and only at the window at which it was sold. Such tickets beyond
six transactions shall be referred to the mutuel manager or his/her designee. The
mutuel manager or the designee shall provide the racing commission with a written
explanation if the single mutuel ticket is cancelled.
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3769-3-08 Records to be maintained.

The permit holder shall maintain complete records of all wagering so the commission may,
upon review, ascertain for any race the opening line and subsequent odds fluctuations, the
amount and at which windows wagers were placed on any betting interest, and such other
information as the commission may from time to time require. A copy of such wagering
records shall be retained by each permit holder and safeguarded for a period of not less
than one year from the close of the meeting and may not be destroyed without permission
of the commission.
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3769-3-09 Minus pools.

(A) No winning wager in any pool shall be paid off at less than the amount of the wager
plus ten per cent thereof, except that if a minus pool occurs in any type of wagering,
a winning wager shall be paid of at not less than the amount of the wager plus five
per cent.

(B) When a minus pool occurs, the permit holder is required to pay the amount of the minus
pool from the commission he is permitted to retain, and the total gross breakage from
all other pools shall be reduced by the amount of the minus pool. When a minus pool
exists at the close of the racing day, the amount of that minus pool shall not be utilized
to reduce net breakage from the next day's racing.
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3769-3-10 Incorrect payments.

(A) If an error is made in calculating the price of a correct ticket combination or in
calculating an incorrect ticket combination which results in an overpayment, any
such overpayments made shall be deemed final and the recipients entitled to retain
the overpayment. If the error is discovered before all such incorrect transactions are
completed, the error may be corrected, accompanied by a public announcement, and
only the correct tickets and/or prices paid thereafter.

(B) In the event of an error in calculations which results in an underpayment and payments
have already been made, the amount of such underpayment shall be promptly
ascertained and confirmed by a commission representative. Upon such confirmation,
the underpayment shall be transferred to the next corresponding pool on the same
day's racing program. In the event the amount of the underpayment cannot be
ascertained and confirmed before the conclusion of the day's racing program, the
underpayment shall be escrowed by the permit holder and distributed in the next
corresponding pool on the daily program run next. Any and all underpayments shall
be promptly and fully reported to the commission. Any underpayment not distributed
or undistributable prior to the end of the meet shall be held in trust and transferred
into the next corresponding pool of the next meeting of the permit holder in question.
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3769-3-12 Win, place, and show calculations.

(A) The parimutuel pools shall be calculated and distributed as follows. In any race, the
win, place and show pools shall be treated separately and calculated independently
of each other or any other pool.

(B) Win pool:

The net pool shall be divided by the amount wagered on the horse finishing first, to
determine the payoff per dollar, including profit and wager.

(C) Place pool:

(1) The amounts wagered on horses finishing first and second shall be deducted from
the net pool to determine the profit which shall be divided in half, and each half
shall be divided by the amount wagered on one of the horses thus determining
the profit per dollar, to which profit the wager shall be added in totaling the
payoff.

(2) When two horses in the field or coupled as an entry run first and second, the place
pool shall be distributed in the same manner as a win pool.

(3) When only one horse finishes, the place pool, if any, shall be distributed in the
same manner as a win pool.

(D) Show pool:

(1) The amounts wagered on the horse finishing first, second, and third shall be
deducted from the net pool to determine the profit, which shall be divided into
three equal parts. Each part shall be divided by the amount wagered on one
of the horses, thus determining the profit per dollar, to which profit the wager
shall be added in totaling the payoff.

(2) When two horses in the mutuel field or coupled as an entry finish first and second,
first and third, or second and third, two-thirds of the profit shall be allocated
to the tickets representing wagers on the field or entry and the remaining one-
third to the wagers on the other horse.

(3) When three horses in the mutuel field or coupled as an entry run first, second,
and third, the place and show pools shall be distributed in the same manner as
a win pool.
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(4) When only two horses finish, the show pool, if any, shall be distributed in the
same manner as a place pool.

(5) When only one horse finishes, the show pool, if any, shall be distributed in the
same manner as a win pool.

(E) In any race in which no horse finishes, all money wagered on the race shall be refunded
upon presentation and surrender of parimutuel tickets sold thereon.

(F) No disqualified horse shall be considered in any mutuel payoff except when an
exotic pool has an "all" payoff as defined in paragraph (F) of rule 3769-3-02 of the
Administrative Code.
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3769-3-13 No money wagered on win horse in win pool.

If a horse should be adjudged to have finished first in a heat or race and no money has been
wagered on the horse in the win pool, the net win pool shall be distributed to those who
wagered in the win pool on the horse adjudged to have finished second, or to the classes of
wagerers who wagered on the horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for second
position; and if no money has been wagered on such horse or horses, then to those who
wagered in the win pool on the horse adjudged to have finished third, or to the classes of
wagerers who wagered on the horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for third
position. If none of the above apply, then a complete refund of the gross win pool shall be
made to those who purchased win tickets.
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3769-3-14 No money wagered on first and/or second horse in place pool.

If a horse should be adjudged to have finished first or second in a heat or race, or to be
one of the two or more horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for first or second
position and no money has been wagered on such horse in the place pool, the net place pool
shall be distributed to the other class, or among the other classes of purchasers of place
tickets entitled to participate in the distribution of the place pool; and, if no money has been
wagered on the above classes, then to those who wagered in the place pool on the horse
adjudged to have finished third, or to the classes of wagerers who wagered on the horses
adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for third position. If none of the above, a complete
refund of the gross place pool will be made to those who purchased place tickets.
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3769-3-15 No money wagered on first, second and/or third horse in the

show pool.

If a horse should be adjudged to have finished first, second or third in a heat or race, or to
be one of two or more horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for first position,
second position, or third position, and no money has been wagered on such horse in the
show pool, the net show pool shall be distributed among the other classes of purchasers of
show tickets entitled to share in the distribution of the show pool using normal parimutuel
practices as herein provided. If none of the above classes apply, a complete refund of the
gross show pool shall be made to those who purchased show tickets.
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3769-3-16 Dead heats in the win pool.

(A) If two or more horses finish in a dead heat for first position, the amounts of money
wagered on such horses in the win pool shall be deducted from the net win pool to
determine the profit, which shall be divided into as many equal parts as there are
horses in the dead heat. Each part shall be divided by the amount wagered on one
of said horses to determine the profit per dollar, to which profit the wager shall be
added in totaling the payoff. In the event that no money is wagered in the win pool
on one of such horses, the remaining class or classes of such purchasers shall share
in a similar distribution of the net win pool.

(B) If two parts of an entry or field finish in a dead heat for first position, the pool shall
be calculated as a win pool.
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3769-3-17 Dead heats in the place pool.

(A) If two or more horses finish in a dead heat for first position, they alone share in the
place pool. The amounts of money wagered on such horses in the place pool shall be
deducted from the net place pool to determine the profit, which shall be divided into
as many equal parts as there are horses in the dead heat. Each part shall be divided by
the amount wagered on one of said horses to determine the profit per dollar, to which
profit the wager shall be added in totaling the payoff.

(B) If two or more horses should be adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for second
position, the winnings remaining (after deduction from the net place pool and
allocation of the amounts of their wagers to those who wagered in the place pool on
the horse adjudged to have finished first and to those who wagered on each of the two
horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for second position) shall be divided
as followed: one-half of such winnings shall be allotted to those who wagered on
the horse adjudged to have finished first, and the remaining one-half shall be divided
into as many equal parts as there are horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat
for second position, and one of such equal parts shall be allotted to each of the class
of purchasers of place tickets who wagered on one of such horses adjudged to have
finished in such dead heat for second position.

(C) If one horse of an entry or field finishes first and another horse of the same entry or field
finishes in a dead heat for second with a horse not in the entry or field, the winnings
remaining (after deduction from the net place pool and allocation of the amount of
their wagers to those who wagered in the place pool on the horse that finished first
and to the horse that finished in a dead heat for second with the entry or field horse)
shall be divided as follows: three-fourths of such winnings shall be allotted to those
who wagered on the entry or field and the remaining one-fourth shall be allotted to
those who wagered on the horse adjudged to have finished second in the dead heat
with the entry or field horse.
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3769-3-18 Dead heats in the show pool.

(A) If two horses finish in a dead heat for first, two-thirds of the profit shall be allocated
equally to the tickets representing wagers on the horses finishing in the dead heat for
first and one-third to the wagers on the horse finishing third.

(B) If more than two horses finish in a dead heat for first, the profit shall be divided into as
many equal parts as there are horses adjudged to have finished first and one such part
shall be allocated to each class of purchasers of show tickets who wagered on one of
the horses adjudged to have finished in such dead heat for win.

(C) If two or more horses should be adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for second
position, the winnings remaining (after deduction from the net show pool and
allocation of the amounts of their wagers to those who wagered in the show pool on
the horse adjudged to have finished first and to those who wagered on each of the two
or more horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for second position) shall be
divided as follows: one-third of such winnings shall be allotted to those who wagered
on the horse adjudged to have finished first, and the remaining two-thirds shall be
divided into as many equal parts as there are horses adjudged to have finished in a
dead heat for second position, and one of such equal parts shall be allotted to each of
the class of purchasers of show tickets who wagered on one of such horses adjudged
to have finished in such dead heat for second position.

(D) If two or more horses should be adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for third
position, the winnings remaining (after deduction from the net show pool and
allocation of the amount of their wagers to those who wagered in the show pool on
the horse adjudged to have finished first, to those who wagered in said pool on the
horse adjudged to have finished second and to those who wagered on each of the two
or more horses adjudged to have finished in a dead heat for third position) shall be
divided as follows:

One-third of such winnings shall be allotted to those who wagered on the horse
adjudged to have finished first, one-third thereof shall be allotted to those who
wagered on the horse adjudged to have finished second, and the remaining one-third
shall be divided into as many equal parts as there are horses adjudged to have finished
in a dead heat for third position. One of such equal parts shall be allotted to each of the
classes of purchasers of show tickets who wagered on one of such horses adjudged
to have finished in such dead heat for show position.

(E) When one horse in the mutuel field or coupled as an entry finishes first or second,
and another part of the entry or field finishes third in a dead heat with a horse not in 
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the entry or field, one-half of the profit shall be allocated to the tickets representing
wagers on the field or entry, one-third to the non-entry horse finishing first or second,
and the remaining one-sixth to the wagers on the horse finishing third in the dead
heat with the field or entry.

(F) If two horses of an entry or field finish first and second, and another horse of the same
entry or field finishes in a dead heat for third with a horse not in the entry or field,
five-sixths of the net profit shall be allocated to the tickets representing wagers on
the entry or field and the remaining one-sixth shall be allocated to those wagers on
the horse finishing in a dead heat for third.

(G) If horses which are part of an entry or field finish first and second, and a horse not
coupled in the same entry or field finishes in a dead heat for either first or second,
two-thirds of the net pool shall be allocated to the tickets representing wagers on the
horses of the entry or field and one-third to the tickets representing wagers on the
horse not coupled.
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3769-3-22 Trifecta wagering.

(A) The object of the trifecta is to select, in one combination and on one ticket, in exact
order, the first, second and third place horses (or first, second and third separate
wagering interests if entry or field horses are entered) as officially posted in the
designated trifecta race.

(B) The trifecta is calculated as an entirely separate pool and, except for the contingencies
below, is calculated in the same general manner as a win pool.

(C) If a horse is scratched or excused from racing, no further tickets shall be sold designating
such horse and all tickets sold designating such horse shall be refunded immediately
and the money deducted from the gross pool, except in the case of tickets with
multiple bets, when the combinations containing the scratch horse shall be refunded
after the race is official. The money thus refunded will be deducted from the gross
pool.

(D) When there is no ticket sold in the trifecta pool coupling the horses finishing first,
second and third, in the exact order of official result, the net pool shall be apportioned
equally to those who select correct ticket combinations in the following order of
priority:

(1) (1-2-all) if none, then

(2) (1-all-all) if none, then

(3) (all-all-all) (refund)

Failure to select the first horse to win shall cause a full refund of the trifecta
pool to those who purchased trifecta tickets.

(E) In the event of a dead heat for first place in a trifecta, the payoff price shall be calculated
as in a place pool. The winning combinations shall include the first two horses
finishing in either position and the horse finishing third.

(1) In the event of a dead heat for second position in a trifecta, the payoff prices will
be calculated as in a place pool. The winning combinations shall include the
horse finishing first, and the two horses finishing in a dead heat for second, as
finishing in either position.

(2) In the case of a dead heat for third in a trifecta, the payoff prices will be calculated
as in a place pool. The winning combinations shall include the horse finishing 
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first, the horse finishing second, and either of the two horses finishing in a dead
heat for third.

(3) In the case of a dead heat where there is no winning ticket on one dead heat
combination, the entire net pool will go to the other winning combination(s).

(F) If entry or field horses are entered in a trifecta and finish in two or three of the first three
positions or if such entry or field horses finish in a dead heat for the first, second or
third position, then the next separate wagering interest or interests shall be selected
so that the first three separate wagering interests are used in calculating the trifecta
payoff for each eligible combination.
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3769-3-24 Twin trifecta wagering.

(A) The object of the twin trifecta is to select, in one combination on one ticket, the first
three horses (or the first, second and third separate wagering interests if there are
entry or field horses entered), in exact order as officially posted, in the first designated
race. Then, after exchanging such winning tickets, to select three horses to finish in
exact order as officially posted, in the second designated race. Permit holders may
give different names to this wager, but should notify the commission of such choice
of names. Not more than two races may elapse between the first and second races of
this wager, and such races must be clearly designated in the program.

(B) The twin trifecta will be calculated as an entirely separate pool and will be calculated
in the general manner of a win pool.

(C) After wagering closes for the first race of the designated two races of the twin trifecta, all
applicable commissions will be deducted from the pool in accordance with the laws
of the state of Ohio. The remaining net pool will then be divided into two separate
pools of equal amounts.

(D) The money in the first part of the divided pool will be distributed to the holders of the
twin trifecta tickets selecting the first three horses in exact order of finish, in the first
designated twin trifecta race. The term "first part of divided pool" shall mean one half
of the net distributable pool of the total money wagered in the twin trifecta on the
current day's program only. Specifically excluded therefrom shall be any carryover
of any twin trifecta pool from any previous day's program.

(E) The second half of the divided pool will be placed in a separate pool to be distributed
to the holders of "second half" twin trifecta tickets selecting the first three horses, in
exact order, on the second designated twin trifecta race.

(F) In the first race of the twin trifecta only, except on mandatory payout days, if there is a
failure to select the first three horses, in exact order of finish, no exchange tickets will
be issued and only monetary payoffs shall be made on twin trifecta tickets selecting
horses in the following order of priority:

(1) (1-2-all) if none, then

(2) (1-all-all)

Failure of any ticket to select one of the above combinations will result in a
complete refund of that day's twin trifecta pool to all persons holding current
twin trifecta tickets (all-all-all). Any ticket within the applicable order of 
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priority as aforesaid shall be deemed a winning ticket entitling the holder
thereof to the applicable payoff from the first part of the divided pool. On
mandatory payout days only, if no ticket selects the first three horses in exact
order, the above order of priority will be used to issue an exchange ticket as
well as pay the applicable share of the first part of the divided pool.

(G) After the official declaration of the first three horses to finish in the first race of the
twin trifecta, each bettor holding a winning ticket must, prior to the running of the
second designated race of the twin trifecta, exchange such winning ticket for both:
(1) the monetary value from the first part of the divided pool, as established by the
mutuel department of the permit holder, and (2) a twin trifecta exchange ticket which
designates the bettor's selection of the three horses for finish in that order in the second
designated race of the twin trifecta. No further money shall be required of the holder
of the winning ticket in order to make the exchange. Until the second race of the twin
trifecta has been declared official, no person shall disclose the number of winning
twin trifecta tickets eligible for exchange in the second twin trifecta race, nor shall any
person disclose any information regarding those tickets during the exchange process.

(H) No twin trifecta exchange tickets upon the second race of the twin trifecta shall be
issued except upon surrender of the winning twin trifecta ticket from the first race
of the twin trifecta as described in this rule. Windows for the purpose of cashing
and exchanging twin trifecta tickets shall be open only after the first race of the twin
trifecta has been declared official and such windows shall close when wagering closes
for the race designated as the second race of the twin trifecta.

(I) If a winning twin trifecta ticket from the first race is not presented for cashing and
exchange within the time provided above, the bettor may still collect the monetary
value attached to the ticket but forfeits all rights to any distribution of the second race
twin trifecta pool.

(J) If a horse is scratched or declared a nonstarter in the first race of the twin trifecta,
all twin trifecta tickets issued which include the scratched horse will be refunded.
If a horse is scratched late in the second race of the twin trifecta, public address
announcements will be made and a reasonable time, as determined by the mutuel
manager and presiding judge, will be given for exchange of tickets on the scratched
horse. If such an announcement and reasonable time cannot be made, the stewards
may provide for the distribution of the second part of the program's divided pool as
provided for in paragraph (M) of this rule. A horse which is declared a non-starter
in the second race of the twin trifecta shall be deemed a starter for the purposes of
paragraphs (L) and (N) of this rule.

(K) In the event of a dead heat or dead heats in either the first or second half of the twin
trifecta, all twin trifecta tickets selecting the correct order of finish counting a horse
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in a dead heat as finishing in any position deadheated shall be winning tickets. In the
case of a dead heat occurring in either the first or last half of the twin trifecta, the
pools shall be calculated as a place pool.

(L) In the event there is no twin trifecta ticket issued accurately selecting the officially
declared first three finishers of the second twin trifecta race in the exact order, such
second race pool, as divided earlier, shall be held for the next consecutive racing
day program and combined with that program's second race twin trifecta pool. This
sum shall be termed the "carryover jackpot." Distribution of this special cumulative
second race twin trifecta pool shall be made only upon the accurate selection, in exact
order, of the first three officially declared finishers of the designated second race of
the twin trifecta except on designated mandatory payout performances (see paragraph
(N) of this rule).

(M) If, for any reason, the second half of the twin trifecta contest is officially cancelled
or officially declared "no contest", all exchange tickets and outstanding first half
winning twin trifecta tickets shall be entitled to the remaining amount of the current
program's divided pool. The carryover pool will remain undistributed.

(N) On a mandatory distribution performance, the current carryover jackpot plus the second
half pool from the program will be combined and distributed to the holders of
exchange tickets who selected horses in exact official order of finish in the following
order of priority:

(1) (1-2-3) if none, then

(2) (1-2-all) if none, then

(3) (1-all-all) if none, then

(4) (all-all-all)

(O) On a scheduled mandatory distribution performance, if there are no first half tickets
selecting one of the combinations in paragraph (F) of this rule, then aside from the
refund of all twin trifecta tickets referred to in paragraph (F) of this rule, the current
carryover jackpot will not be distributed, but will carry over to the next racing day.
That next day must also be designated a mandatory distribution performance for
which the same order of priority rules in paragraph (F) of this rule apply. When
advertising a mandatory distribution performance, permit holders should include a
disclaimer covering this one exception.

(P) On a scheduled mandatory payout day, if the second half of the twin trifecta contest
is officially cancelled or declared "no contest", all exchange tickets and outstanding
first half winning twin trifecta tickets will be entitled to share in the carryover pool.
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(Q) Sales of twin trifecta tickets other than from the permit holder's ticket-issuing machines
or from one individual to another shall be deemed illegal and prohibited. Exchange
tickets shall be nontransferable. Holders of transferred exchange tickets shall not be
entitled to any winnings. Persons involved in the unauthorized transfer of exchange
tickets shall be subject to ejection from the parimutuel facility.
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3769-3-25 Tri-super wagering.

(A) The object of the tri-super is to select in one combination, and on one ticket, three horses
or separate betting interests (if field or entry horses are involved), that will finish first,
second, and third in exact order, as officially posted, in the first designated race. Then,
after exchanging such winning tickets, select four horses or betting interests that will
finish first, second, third, and fourth in exact order in the second designated race, as
officially posted. Permit holders may give different names to this type of wagering
but should notify the commission of such choice of names. Not more than one race
may elapse between the first and second races of this wager and such races must be
clearly designated in the program.

(B) The tri-super is calculated as an entirely separate pool and is calculated as a win pool.

(C) After wagering closes on the first half of the tri-super, the commission on the pool will
be deducted in accordance with the laws of the state of Ohio and the remaining net
pool will be divided into two separate pools of equal amounts.

(D) The money in the first part of the divided pool shall be distributed to the holders of
tickets selecting the first three horses in exact order of the first race of the designated
tri-super. The term "first part of divided pool" refers to one-half of the net pool
of the total money wagered in the tri-super on the current day's program only, and
specifically excludes any cumulative pool from previous days' programs.

(E) The second half of the net pool will be placed in a separate pool, called the carryover
pool, for those holders of "second-half" tickets that select the first four horses in exact
order in the second designated race.

(F) In the first designated race only, except on mandatory payout days, if no ticket is sold
selecting the first three finishers in exact order, no exchange tickets will be issued
and only monetary payoffs will be paid to those winners selecting finishers in the
following order of priority:

(1) (1-2-all) if none, then

(2) (1-all-all)

Any ticket within the applicable order of priority as aforesaid shall be deemed a
winning ticket entitling the holder thereof to the applicable payoff from the first
part of the divided pool. If none of the above combinations produce a winning
ticket, the tri-super shall be canceled for the day and a complete refund of the
day's tri-super pool shall be made to all holding valid tri-super tickets (all-all- 
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all). On mandatory payout days only, if no ticket selects the first three horses
of the first race of the tri-super in exact order, the above order order, of priority
will be used to issue an exchange ticket as well as pay the applicable share of
the first part of the divided pool.

(G) In the event of a dead heat in either the first or second race of the tri-super, all tickets
with the correct order of finish counting a horse in the dead heat as finishing in any
position dead-heated shall be a winning ticket and the payoff shall be calculated as a
place pool. In the case of a dead heat where there is no winning ticket on one dead
heat combination, the entire net pool will go to the other winning combination(s).

(H) After the first race of the designated tri-super is declared official, each bettor holding
a winning ticket must, prior to the second designated race, exchange such ticket for
the monetary value as determined by the mutuel department and a tri-super exchange
ticket selecting the first four finishers of the second designated race in exact order. No
further money shall be required to make such exchange. Until the second race of the
tri-super has been declared official, no person shall disclose the number of winning
tri-super tickets eligible for exchange in the second tri-super race, nor shall any person
disclose any information regarding those tickets during the exchange process.

(I) No tri-super exchange ticket can be issued except upon surrender of a winning ticket
from the first race of the tri-super as described above. If a winning ticket from the first
race is not presented for cashing and exchange before the closing of the second race,
the holder may still collect the monetary value but forfeits all right to any distribution
of the second race pool of the tri-super.

(J) If a horse is scratched or declared a non-starter in either race of this wager before the
running of the first race, all tri-super tickets on the scratched horse or horses will be
refunded and reasonable time will be made available for new selections. If a horse is
scratched in the second race after the first race has become official and the exchange
has begun, then all tri-super exchange tickets on the scratched horse or horses may
be re-exchanged. If a horse is scratched late in the second race of the tri-super, public
address announcements will be made and reasonable time, as determined by the
mutuel manager and state steward, will be allowed for such exchange. If such an
announcement and reasonable time cannot be made, the stewards may provide for
the distribution of the second part of the programs divided pool as provided for in
paragraph (L) of this rule. A horse which is declared a non-starter in the second race
of the tri-super shall be deemed a starter for the purposes of paragraphs (K) and (N)
of this rule.

(K) In the event there is no tri-super exchange ticket selecting the first four horses in exact
order as officially posted, the second half of the divided pool shall be held for the next
consecutive racing program and placed in the carryover pool. Distribution of this pool
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will be only to those who select the first four runners of the second designated race of
the tri-super in exact order as officially posted, unless there is a "mandatory" payout.

(L) If, for any reason, the second half of the tri-super contest is officially cancelled
or officially declared "no contest", all exchange tickets and outstanding first half
winning tri-super tickets shall be entitled to the remaining amount of the current
program's divided pool. The carryover pool will remain undistributed.

(M) On a scheduled mandatory payout performance, first half tickets must select one
combination in order of priority in paragraph (F) of this rule. If there are no first half
tickets with such selections, then aside from the refund of all tri-super tickets referred
to in paragraph (F) of this rule, the carryover jackpot will not be distributed but will
carry over to the next racing day. The next day will also be designated a mandatory
payoff performance for which the same order of priority in paragraph (F) of this rule
will apply. When advertising such a mandatory payoff distribution, permit holders
should include a disclaimer covering this one exception.

(N) On a scheduled mandatory distribution performance, the current carryover jackpot
plus the second half pool from the current program will be combined and distributed
equally to holders of exchange tickets selecting horses in exact official order of finish
in the following order of priority:

(1) (1-2-3-4) if none, then

(2) (1-2-3-all) if none, then

(3) (1-2-all-all) if none, then

(4) (1-all-all-all) if none, then

(5) (all-all-all-all)

(O) On a scheduled mandatory payout day, if the second half of the tri-super contest is
officially cancelled or declared "no contest", all exchange tickets and outstanding first
half winning tri-super tickets will be entitled to share in the carryover pool.

(P) Sales of tri-super tickets other than from the permit holder's ticket-issuing machines
or from one individual to another shall be deemed illegal and prohibited. Exchange
tickets shall be nontransferable. Holders of transferred exchange tickets shall not be
entitled to any winnings. Persons involved in the unauthorized transfer of exchange
tickets shall be subject to ejection from the pari-mutuel facility.
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3769-3-26 Twin-super wagering.

(A) The object of the twin-super is to select the four horses, or separate betting interests (if
field or entry horses are involved), that will finish first, second, third, and fourth in
exact order, as officially posted, in the first designated race. Then, after exchanging
such winning tickets, select four horses or betting interests that will finish first,
second, third, and fourth in exact order in the second designated race, as officially
posted. Permit holders may give different names to this type of wagering but should
notify the commission of such choice of names. Not more than one race may elapse
between the first and second races of this wager and such races must be clearly
designated in the program.

(B) The twin-super is calculated as an entirely separate pool and is calculated as a win pool.

(C) After wagering closes on the first half of the twin-super, the commission on the pool
will be deducted in accordance with the laws of the state of Ohio and the remaining
net pool will be divided into two separate pools of equal amounts.

(D) The money in the first part of the divided pool shall be distributed to the holders
of tickets selecting the first four horses in exact order of the first race of the
designated twin-super. The term "first part of divided pool" refers to one-half of the
net distributable pool of the total money wagered in the twin-super on the current
day's program only and specifically excludes any cumulative pool from previous day's
programs.

(E) The second half of the distributable pool will be placed in a separate pool, called the
carryover pool, for those holders of "second-half" tickets that select the first four
horses in exact order in the second designated race.

(F) In the first race of the twin-super only, except on mandatory payout days, if no ticket
is sold selecting the first four horses in exact order, as officially posted, no exchange
tickets will be issued and only monetary payoffs will be made to those having tickets
selecting, in the following order of priority:

(1) (1-2-3-all) if none, then

(2) (1-2-all-all) if none, then

(3) (1-all-all-all)

Any ticket within the applicable order of priority as aforesaid shall be deemed
a winning ticket entitling the holder thereof to the applicable payoff from the 
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first part of the divided pool. If none of the above produce a winning ticket, a
complete refund of the twin-super pool for the day will be made to those holding
valid twin-super tickets (all-all-all-all) and the twin-super will be canceled for
that racing program. On mandatory payout days only, if no ticket selects the
first four horses of the first race of the twin-super, in exact order, the above
order of priority will be used to issue an exchange ticket as well as pay the
applicable share of the first part of the divided pool.

(G) In the event of a dead heat in either the first or second race of the twin-super, all tickets
with the correct order of finish counting a horse in a dead heat as finishing in any
position dead-heated, shall be a winning ticket and the payoff shall be calculated as
a place pool. In the case of a dead heat where there is no winning ticket on one dead
heat combination, the entire net pool will go to the other winning combination(s).

(H) After the first race of the designated twin-super is declared official, each bettor holding a
winning ticket must, prior to the second designated race, exchange such ticket for the
monetary value as determined by the mutuel department and a twin-super exchange
ticket selecting the first four finishers of the second designated race in exact order. No
further money shall be required to make such exchange. Until the second race of the
twin-super has been declared official, no person shall disclose the number of winning
twin-super tickets eligible for exchange in the second twin-super race, nor shall any
person disclose any information regarding those tickets during the exchange process.

(I) No twin-super exchange ticket can be issued except upon surrender of a winning ticket
from the first race of the twin-super as described above. If a winning ticket from
the first race is not presented for cashing and exchange before the closing of the
second race, the holder may still collect the monetary value but forfeits all right to
any distribution of the second race pool.

(J) If a horse is scratched or declared a non-starter in either race of this wager before the
running of the first race, all twin-super tickets on the scratched horse or horses will be
refunded and a reasonable time will be made available for new selections. If a horse is
scratched in the second race after the first race has become official and the exchange
has begun, then all twin-super exchange tickets on the scratched horse or horses may
be re-exchanged. Public address announcements will be made and a reasonable time,
as determined by the mutuel manager and state steward, will be allowed for such
exchange. If such an announcement and reasonable time cannot be made, the stewards
may provide for the distribution of the second part of the program's divided pool as
provided for in paragraph (L) of this rule. A horse which is declared a non-starter
in the second race of the twin-super shall be deemed a starter for the purposes of
paragraphs (K) and (N) of this rule.
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(K) In the event there is no twin-super exchange ticket selecting the first four horses in
exact order as officially posted, the second half of the divided pool shall be held for
the next consecutive racing program and placed in the carryover pool. Distribution of
this pool will be only to those who select the first four horses of the second designated
race in exact order as officially posted unless there is a mandatory payout.

(L) If, for any reason, the second half of the twin-super contest is officially cancelled
or officially declared "no contest", all exchange tickets and outstanding first half
winning twin-super tickets shall be entitled to the remaining amount of the current
program's divided pool. The carryover pool will remain undistributed.

(M) On a scheduled mandatory payout performance, first half tickets must select one
combination in order of priority in paragraph (F) of this rule. If there are no first
half tickets with such selections, then aside from the refund of all twin-super tickets
referred to in paragraph (F) of this rule, the carry-over jackpot will not be distributed
but will carry over to the next racing day. The next day will also be designated a
mandatory payoff performance for which the same order of priority in paragraph (F)
of this rule will apply. When advertising such a mandatory payoff distribution, permit
holders should include a disclaimer covering this one exception.

(N) On a scheduled mandatory distribution performance, the current carryover jackpot
plus the second-half pool from the current program will be combined and distributed
equally to holders of exchange tickets in exact official order of finish in the following
order of priority:

(1) (1-2-3-4) if none, then

(2) (1-2-3-all) if none, then

(3) (1-2-all-all) if none, then

(4) (1-all-all-all) if none, then

(5) (all-all-all-all)

(O) On a scheduled mandatory payout day, if the second half of the twin-super contest
is officially cancelled or declared "no contest", all exchange tickets and outstanding
first half winning twin-super tickets will be entitled to share in the carryover pool.

(P) Sales of twin-super tickets other than from the permit holder's ticket-issuing machines
or from one individual to another shall be deemed illegal and prohibited. Exchange
tickets shall be nontransferable. Holders of transferred exchange tickets shall not be
entitled to any winnings. Persons involved in the unauthorized transfer of exchange
tickets shall be subject to ejection from the parimutuel facility.
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3769-3-27 Win three pools.

(A) The win three requires selection of the first-place finisher in each of three specified
contests.

(B) The net win three pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following
precedence, based upon the official order of finish:

(1) As a single price pool to those whose selection finished first in each of the three
contests; but if there are no such wagers, then;

(2) As a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in any two of
the three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then;

(3) As a single price pool to those who selected the first-place finisher in any one of
the three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then;

(4) The entire pool shall be refunded on win three wagers for those contests.

(C) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the three contests involving:

(1) Contestants representing the same betting interest, the win three pool shall be
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.

(2) Contestants representing two or more betting interests, the win three pool shall
be distributed as follows.

(a) As a profit split to those whose selections finished first in each of the three
contests; but if there are no such wagers, then;

(b) As a single price pool to those who selected the first place finisher in any
two of the three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then;

(c) As a single price pool to those who selected the first place finisher in any
one of the three contests; but if there are no such wagers, then;

(d) The entire win three pool shall be refunded.

(D) Should a betting interest be scratched from a leg of the win three all bets with the
scratched betting interest will be handled as follows:

(1) If the scratch (which herein after includes being declared a non-starter or a non-
betting starter) was made prior to the start of the first leg, all bets containing 
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such scratched betting interest shall be refunded to determine the gross pool an
removed from further consideration in the pool;

(2) If the scratch was made in the second leg after the start of the first leg, a consolation
payoff shall be computed for those bets combining the winners of the first and
third legs with the scratched betting interest as follows: from the gross pool
shall be deducted the statutory take-out and then the amount represented by the
bets on combinations involving betting interests scratched from the third leg
(reduced by the take-out thereon). The resulting remainder shall be divided by
the amounts bet on the combination of such first and third leg winners with
all betting interests (less breaks) to determine the consolation price per dollar
payable to those bets combining winners of the first and third legs with the
betting interest scratched in the second leg. The break shall not be deduced
from the pool.

(3) If a betting interest is scratched in the third leg after the start of the first leg, a
consolation payoff shall be computed as for those bets combining the winners
of the first and second legs with such scratched betting interest as follows: from
the gross pool shall be deducted the statutory take-out and then the amount
represented by bets on combinations involving betting interests scratched from
the second leg (reduced by the rate of the take-out thereon). The resulting
remainder shall be divided by the amount bet on the combination of such first
and second leg winners with all betting interests in the third leg (less breaks)
to determine the consolation price per dollar payable to those bets combining
winners of the first and second legs with an betting interest scratched in the
third leg. The breaks shall not be deducted from the pool.

(4) If betting interests are scratched in both the second and third legs after the start of
the first leg, a consolation payoff shall be computed for those bets combining
the winner of the first leg with the betting interests scratched in both the second
and third legs as follows: from the gross pool shall be deducted the takeout
and the remainder shall be divided by the amount bet on the winner of the
first leg combined with all other betting interests (less breaks) to determine the
consolation price per dollar payable to those tickets combining the winner of the
first leg with the scratch betting interests from both the second and third legs.

(E) If all three win three contests are cancelled or declared "no contest," the entire pool
shall be refunded on win three wagers for those contests.

(F) If one or two of the win three contests are cancelled or declared "no contest," the win
three pool will remain valid and shall be distributed in accordance with paragraph
(B) of this rule.
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(G) If the win three pool is distributed according to paragraph (C)(2)(b) or (C)(2)(c) of
this rule a public announcement shall be made as to the possible winning three
combinations.
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3769-3-30 Quinella double and perfecta double wagering.

(A) The object of these wagers is to select a quinella as defined in paragraph (A) of
rule 3769-3-20 or a perfecta as defined in paragraph (A) of rule 3769-3-21 of the
Administrative Code in each of two consecutive races prior to the first race of the
consecutive races with no exchange of tickets between the first and second race.
Permit holders may use other names for these wagers but the commission must be
notified of such name changes.

(B) These pools are entirely separate pools and are generally calculated as a win pool.

(C) If a horse is scratched prior to the first race of each type of wager, all tickets sold on
the scratch horse will be refunded.

(D) In either wager, if a horse is scratched after the first race is run, all tickets combining
winning combination(s) in the first race with the scratched horse in the second shall
become consolation tickets and will be paid that fraction of the net pool derived by
dividing the net pool by the total purchase price of all tickets combining the winners
of the first race of the particular wager. The total payoff on all tickets combining the
winners of the first race of either wager with the scratched horse in the second race
of either wager as determined by the method set forth in this rule shall be deducted
from the net pool.

(E) In either wager, if there is a dead heat for win or place in the first race, combinations
eligible for payoffs in regular quinellas (see paragraphs (D) and (E) of rule 3769-3-20)
and perfectas (see paragraphs (D) and (E) of rule 3769-3-21 of the Administrative
Code) respectively will be considered eligible for participation in the second race of
the quinella double or perfecta double.

(F) In the event of a dead heat for win or place in the second race of these wagers, the pool
will be calculated and distributed as a place pool to those having selected the first race
correctly and those having selected the combinations in the second race that would
be eligible for a payoff in either a regular quinella or perfecta respectively.

(G) If, for any reason, the first race is canceled or declared no contest, in either wager, a
full and complete refund of the appropriate pool shall be made.

(H) If the second race of either wager is canceled, the pool shall be calculated as a win
pool and distributed to those holding tickets combining the winning horses in the first
race of the wager.
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3769-3-36 Exacta (n).

(A) The exacta(n) requires selection of the first two finishers, in their exact order, in each of
a designated number of contests. The association must obtain written approval from
the commission concerning the scheduling of exacta(n) contests, the designation of
one of the methods prescribed in paragraph (B) of this rule, and the amount of any
cap to be set on the carryover. Any changes to the approved exacta(n) format require
prior approval from the commission.

(B) The exacta(n) pool shall be apportioned under one of the following methods:

(1) Method one, exacta(n) with no minor pool and no carryover: The net exacta(n)
pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and
second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta(n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and
second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta(n) contests, the net
exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected
the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the greatest number of
exacta(n) contests. If there are no winning wagers, the entire pool shall be
refunded on exacta(n) wagers for those contests.

(2) Method two, exacta(n) with no minor pool and carryover instead of a refund: The
net exacta(n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price
pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order,
in each of the exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. If there
are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in
each of the exacta(n) contests, the net exacta(n) pool and the carryover shall be
distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place
finishers, in exact order, in the greatest number of exacta(n) contests. If there
are no winning wagers, the net exacta(n) pool shall be added to the carryover.

(3) Method three, exacta(n) with no minor pool and carryover: The net exacta(n) pool
and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
who selected the first and second place finishers, in the exact order, in each of
the exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. If there are no
winning wagers, the net exacta(n) pool shall be added to the carryover.

(4) Method four, exacta(n) with minor pool and no carryover: The major share of
the net exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who
selected the first and second finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta(n)
contests, based upon the official order of finish. The minor share of the net 
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exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected
the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the second greatest number
of exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. If there are no
wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in each
of the exacta(n) contests, the major share of the net exacta(n) pool shall be
combined with the minor share for distribution as a single price pool to those
who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the greatest
number of exacta(n) contests. If there are no wagers selecting the first and
second place finishers, in exact order, in a second greatest number of exacta(n)
contests, the minor share of the net exacta(n) pool shall be combined with the
major share for distribution as a single price pool to those who selected the first
and second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta(n) contests. If
there are no winning wagers, the pool shall be refunded on exacta(n) wagers
for those contests.

(5) Method five, exacta(n) with minor pool and carryover: The major share of the net
exacta(n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be distributed as a single price
pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in
each of the exacta(n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. The minor
share of the net exacta(n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in the second
greatest number of exacta(n) contests, based on the official order of finish. If
that are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order,
in each of the exacta(n) contests, the minor share of the net exacta(n) pool shall
be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second
place finishers, in exact order, in the greatest number of exacta(n) contests,
and the major share shall be added to the carryover. If there are no wagers
selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in a second greatest
number of exacta(n) contests, the minor share of the net exacta(n) pool shall be
combined with the major share for distribution as a single price pool to those
who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in each of
the exacta(n) contests, or if there are no such winning wagers, added to the
carryover.

(6) Method six, exacta(n) with minor pool based upon any one exacta, and no
carryover: The major share of the net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a
single price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in
exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order of
finish. The minor share of the net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single
price pool to those (including recipients of the major share of the net exacta (n)
pool) who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in at least
one of the exacta (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish. If there
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are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in
each of the exacta (n) contests, the major share of the net exacta (n) pool shall
be combined with the minor share for distribution as a single price pool to those
who selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in at least one
of the exacta (n) contests. If there are no winning wagers, the pool is refunded.

(7) Method seven, exacta (n) with minor pool based upon any one exacta, and
carryover: The major share of the net exacta (n) pool and the carryover, if any,
shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and
second place finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish. The minor share of the net exacta (n) pool
shall be distributed as a single price pool to those (including recipients of the
major share of the net exacta (n) pool) who selected the first and second place
finishers, in exact order, in at least one of the exacta (n) contests, based upon the
official order of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place
finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, the major share shall
be added to the carryover. If there are no wagers selecting the first and second
place finishers, in exact order, in any of the exacta (n) contests, the minor share
of the net exacta (n) pool shall also be added to the carryover.

(8) Method eight, exacta (n) with minor pool based upon individual exactas, and no
carryover:

(a) The major share of the net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single
price pool to those who selected the first and second place finishers, in
exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, based upon the official
order of finish. The minor share of the net exacta (n) pool shall be
distributed as a single price pool based upon the sum of the dollar value
of wagers for each of the exacta (n) contests considered separately, in
which the first and second place finishers, in exact order, were correctly
selected, based on the official order of finish. The minor share of the
net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
(including recipients of the major share of the net exacta (n) pool) who
selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in one or more
of the exacta (n) contests. Each recipient of a minor share shall receive an
amount equal to the single price times the number of exacta (n) contests
in which the recipient correctly selected the winning combination.

(b) If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact
order, in all exacta (n) contests, the major share shall be combined with
the minor share and the entire net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed in
accordance with the rules in the preceding paragraph for distributing the
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minor share of the net exacta (n) pool. If there are no winning wagers,
the pool shall be refunded.

(9) Method nine, exacta (n) with minor pool based upon individual exactas, and
carryover:

(a) The major share of the net exacta (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be
distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second
place finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish. The minor share of the net exacta (n) pool
shall be distributed as a single price pool based upon the sum of the dollar
value of wagers, for each of the exacta (n) contests considered separately,
in which the first and second place finishers, in exact order, were correctly
selected, based on the official order of finish. The minor share of the
net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
(including recipients of the major share of the net exacta (n) pool) who
selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in one or more
of the exacta (n) contests. Each recipient of a minor share shall receive an
amount equal to the single price times the number of exacta (n) contests
in which the recipient correctly selected the winning combination.

(b) If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact
order, in all exacta (n) contests, the minor share shall be distributed in
accordance with the rules in the preceding paragraph for distributing the
minor share of the net exacta (n) pool, and the major share shall be added
to the carryover; except that if there are no winning wagers in either the
major or the minor pool, to performance's pool shall be refunded and the
carryover shall be carried over.

(10) Method ten, exacta (n) with minor pool based upon individual exactas, and
carryover; one hundred per cent carryover if no winning wagers:

(a) The major share of the net exacta (n) pool and the carryover, if any, shall be
distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first and second
place finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish. The minor share of the net exacta (n) pool
shall be distributed as a single price pool based upon the sum of the dollar
value of wagers, for each of the exacta (n) contests considered separately,
in which the first and second place finishers, in exact order, were correctly
selected, based upon the official order of finish. The minor share of the
net exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those
(including recipients of the major share of the net exacta (n) pool) who
selected the first and second place finishers, in exact order, in one or more
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of the exacta (n) contests. Each recipient of a minor share shall receive an
amount equal to the single price times the number of exacta (n) contests
in which the recipient correctly selected the winning combination.

(b) If there are no wagers selecting the first and second place finishers, in exact
order, in all exacta (n) contests, the minor share shall be distributed in
accordance with the rules in the preceding paragraph for distributing the
minor share of the net exacta (n) pool, and the major share shall be added
to the carryover. If there are no winning wagers, the minor share shall
also be added to the carryover.

(C) Dead heats. In the event of a dead heat in any of the exacta (n) contests, the net exacta(n)
shall be distributed to winning wagers in the following precedence, based upon the
official order of finish, for each exacta contest within the exacta(n) wager:

(1) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the exacta (n) contests involving contestants
representing the same betting interest, the exacta (n) pool shall be distributed as
a single price pool to those selecting the coupled entry or mutuel field combined
with the next separate betting interest in the official order of finish for that
contest.

(2) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the exacta (n) contests involving
contestants representing two or more betting interests, the exacta (n) pool shall
be distributed as a single price pool with a winning wager including each betting
interest involved in the dead heat.

(3) If there is a dead heat for second in any of the exacta (n) contests involving
contestants representing the same betting interest, the exacta (n) pool shall be
distributed as if no dead heat occurred.

(4) If there is a dead heat for second in any of the exacta (n) contests involving
contestants representing two or more betting interests, the exacta (n) pool shall
be distributed as a single price pool with a winning wager including the betting
interest which finished first together with any betting interest involved in the
dead heat for second.

(D) Scratches:

(1) Should a betting interest in any contest of the exacta (n) be scratched or excused
from the contest prior to the first exacta (n) contest being declared official, all
money wagered on combinations including the scratched betting interest shall
be deducted from the exacta (n) pool and refunded.
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(2) Should a betting interest in any contest of the exacta (n) be scratched or excused
from the contest after the first exacta (n) contest has been declared official, all
money wagered on combinations including this betting interest shall remain in
the exacta (n) pool and the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value
of any distribution evidenced by the ticket containing the scratched betting
interest.

(3) If, due to a late scratch, the number of betting interests in a contest of the exacta
(n) is reduced to fewer than two, for purposes of the exacta (n) such contest
shall be declared "no contest" and the exacta (n) pool shall be subject to the
rules set forth in paragraph (E) of this rule.

(E) Cancelled contests:

(1) If any of the exacta (n) contests are cancelled or declared "no contest" prior to the
first exacta (n) contest being declared official, the entire exacta (n) pool shall
be refunded on exacta (n) wagers for those contests.

(2) If all remaining exacta (n) contests are cancelled or declared "no contest" after
the first exacta (n) contest is declared official, the net exacta (n) pool shall be
distributed as a single price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination
in the first exacta (n) contest, but not the exacta (n) carryover. However, if
there are no wagers selecting the winning combination in the first exacta (n)
contest, the entire exacta (n) pool shall be refunded on Exacta (n) wagers for
those contests.

(3) If any of the remaining exacta (n) contests are cancelled or declared "no contest"
after the first exacta (n) is declared official, the net exacta (n) pool shall be
distributed in accordance with rules governing distribution of the minor share
where there is no winner of the major share.

(F) Mandatory distribution:

(1) A written request for permission to distribute the exacta (n) carryover on
a specific performance may be submitted to the commission. The request
shall contain justification for the mandatory distribution, an explanation of
the benefit to be derived, and the intended date and performance for the
distribution. The association must notify the commission at least ten days
prior to implementation. If the exacta (n) pool cannot be distributed during a
designated performance, the mandatory distribution shall resume on the next
scheduled mandatory distribution performance.
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(2) If the exacta (n) carryover is designated for distribution on a specified date
and performance, the following precedence shall be followed in determining
winning tickets for the net exacta (n) pool and the carryover pool:

(a) As a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place
finishers, in exact order, in each of the exacta (n) contests, based upon
the official order of finish. If there are no wagers selecting the first and
second place finishers, in exact order, in all exacta (n) contests, then;

(b) As a single price pool to those who selected the first and second place
finishers, in exact order, in at least one of the exacta (n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish.

(c) If there are no wagers which correctly selected the first and second place
finishers, in exact order, in at least one of the exacta (n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish, then all exacta (n) tickets shall become
winners and receive one hundred per cent of that performance’s net exacta
(n) pool and the exacta (n) carryover pool as a single price pool.

(G) If, for any reason, the exacta (n) carryover must be held over to the corresponding
exacta (n) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an interest-
bearing account approved by the commission. The exacta (n) carryover plus accrued
interest shall then be added to the net exacta (n) pool of the following meet on a date
and performance so designated by the commission.
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3769-3-38 The team wager pool.

(A) The team wager pool requires selection of a designated “team” in each of a designated
number of contests. Winning bets shall be determined based upon the official order
of finish in each contest and the standing of each team with respect to the official
order of finish. For purposes of the team wager, finishers from the same team shall
be bracketed together to determine a single betting interest, as set forth in paragraph
(C) of this rule.

(B) Prior to the start of the contests that comprise the team wager, all participants in each
of the contests shall be divided by the association between or among each of the team
wager teams, and the roster of each team made public, as well as the number of points
to be awarded to the team whose member is the first finisher in a designated contest,
the second finisher, and so forth until no more points are awarded in that contest.

(C) At the conclusion of all contests that comprise the team wager, the number of points
for each team shall be compiled, and the team with the most points shall be declared
the “winning team.”

(D) The team wager pool shall be apportioned under either of the following methods:

(1) Winning margins team wager:

(a) In the “winning margins team wager”, the total number of points awarded in
the team wager shall be divided by the association into a series of brackets
comprised of a series of point ranges (“winning margin”) by which one
team (team A) might defeat the other team (team B); a series of point
ranges by which team B might defeat team A; and a tie between the teams.
Each bracket shall constitute a separate betting interest in the winning
margins team wager.

(b) The net winning margins team wager pool shall be distributed as a single
price pool to those who selected the correct bracket. If there are no wagers
selecting the correct bracket, the entire pool shall be refunded.

(c) Example: points are assigned to each of the first four finishers in each contest
[four points for the first finisher down to one point for the fourth finisher,
for a total of ten points awarded in each contest, based upon the official
order of finish, with a total of six contests in the team wager, resulting in a
total of sixty points in all. The brackets could be designated as: team A’s
winning margin is one to ten points; eleven to twenty points; twenty-one
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to thirty points; thirty-one to forty points; forty-one to fifty points; fifty-
one to sixty points. Team B’s winning margin is one to ten points; eleven
to twenty points; twenty-one to thirty points; thirty-one to forty points;
forty-one to fifty points; fifty-one to sixty points. The two teams tie, and
the margin is zero points. In this example, there are thirteen separate
betting interests. If, in this example, finishers representing team A come
in first and third in one contest, and finishers representing team B come in
second and fourth in that contest, team A would have four plus two equals
six points and team B would have three plus one equals four points. The
current winning margin (after this first contest) would be team A by two
points.)

(2) Team double wager:

(a) In the “team double wager”, the commission shall approve two different
methods of determining the winning tickets qualifying for a share of the
net pool.

(b) The commission shall also approve the manner of apportioning the net team
double wager pool, and the conditions under which the pool shall be
refunded or otherwise apportioned if there are no winning wagers.

(c) Example: A “daily-double”-style pool consisting of having to correctly
select the bracket of the winning margin, as above, as well as a bracket
based upon and including the total points achieved by the winning team.

(E) Brackets:

(1) The brackets may be comprised of the margins by which the winning team
defeats the team that finishes second; the total number of points achieved by
the winning team; or other method of determining the brackets, as approved by
the commission.

(2) Such factors as the number of teams in the team wager; the method by which
teams are designated; the number of points to be awarded in each contest; the
number of contests comprising the team wager; and the method by which the
“brackets” constituting each betting interest in the team wager are designated,
shall all be subject to approval of the commission.

(F) Coupled entries; fields. With approval of the commission, coupled entries may be
permitted in contests comprising the team wager, but may only participate as part of
the same team. With approval of the commission, fields may be permitted in contests
comprising the team wager, but may only participate as part of the same team.
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(G) Dead heat. If there is a dead heat including any finisher(s) for which points are awarded
in the team wager, the total amount of points in the dead heat positions shall be
combined and divided equally amongst the betting interests that have finished in the
dead heat.

(H) Scratches:

(1) Should an entry in any contest of the team wager be scratched or excused from the
contest, all money wagered on combinations including this entry shall remain
in the team wager pool and the ticket holder may still collect the monetary value
of any distribution evidenced by the ticket containing the scratched betting
interest.

(2) If, due to a scratch or excused entry, the number of entries assigned to a team in
a contest of the team wager is reduced to fewer than the number of positions
in the final order of finish for which the team is eligible to receive points, for
purposes of the team wager pool such contest shall be declared “no contest”
and wagers involving any betting interests that are no longer capable of being
achieved shall be refunded.
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3769-3-40 Fortune pick (n).

(A) The fortune pick (n) requires selection of the first place finisher in each of a designated
number of contests. The permit holder must obtain written approval from the
commission concerning the scheduling of fortune pick (n) contests, and the amount
of any cap to be set on the carryover. Any changes to the approved fortune pick (n)
format require prior approval from the commission.

(B) Fortune pick (n) with minor pool and carryover with unique wager: the entire net fortune
pick (n) pool and carryover, if any, shall be distributed to the holder of a unique wager
selecting the first place finisher in each of the selected fortune pick (n) contests, based
upon the official order of finish. If there is no unique wager selecting the first place
finisher in all fortune pick (n) contests, the minor share of the net fortune pick (n)
pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those who selected the first place
finisher in the greatest number of fortune pick (n) contests; and the major share shall
be added to the carryover.

(C) Unique wager, as used in this rule, shall be defined as having occurred when the total
amount wagered on a winning combination selecting the first place finisher in each
of the selected fortune pick (n) contests, based upon the official order of finish, is
equal to the minimum allowable wager.

(D) If there is a dead heat for first in any of the fortune pick (n) contests involving:

(1) Contestants representing the same betting interest, the fortune pick (n) pool shall
be distributed as if no dead heat occurred.

(2) Contestants representing two or more betting interests, the fortune pick (n) pool
shall be distributed as a single price pool with each winning wager receiving
an equal share of the profit.

(E) Should a betting interest in any of the fortune pick (n) contests be scratched, excused
or determined to be a non-starter, all tickets sold containing the scratched horse shall
be refunded. The money refunded will be deducted from the gross pool.

(F) The fortune pick (n) pool shall be cancelled and all fortune pick (n) wagers for the
individual performance shall be refunded if:

(1) At least three contests included as part of a fortune pick six are cancelled or
declared "no contest."
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(2) At least four contests included as part of a fortune pick seven, pick eight, or pick
nine are cancelled or declared a "no contest."

(3) At least five contests included as part of a fortune pick ten are cancelled or declared
a "no contest."

(G) If at least one contest included as part of a fortune pick (n) is canceled or declared
"no contest," but not more than the number specified in paragraph (F) of this rule,
the net pool shall be distributed as a single price pool to those whose selection
finished first in the greatest number of fortune pick (n) contests for that performance.
Such distribution shall include the portion ordinarily retained for the fortune pick (n)
carryover but not the carryover from previous performances.

(H) The fortune pick (n) carryover may be capped at a designated level approved by the
commission so that if, at the close of any performance, the amount in the fortune pick
(n) carryover equals or exceeds the designated cap, the fortune pick (n) carryover will
be frozen until it is won or distributed under other provisions of this rule. After the
fortune pick (n) carryover is frozen, one hundred per cent of the net pool, part of which
ordinarily would be added to the fortune pick (n) carryover, shall be distributed to
those whose selection finished first in the greatest number of fortune pick (n) contests
for that performance.

(I) A written request for permission to distribute the fortune pick (n) carryover on a
specific performance may be submitted to the commission. The request must contain
justification for the distribution, an explanation of the benefit to be derived, and the
intended date and performance for the distribution.

(J) Should the fortune pick (n) carryover be designated for distribution on a specified date
and performance in which there are no wagers selecting the first place finisher in each
of the fortune pick (n) contests, the entire pool shall be distributed as a single price
pool to those whose selection finished first in the greatest number of fortune pick
(n) contests. The fortune pick (n) carryover shall be designated for distribution on a
specified date and performance only under the following circumstances:

(1) Upon written approval from the commission as provided in paragraph (I) of this
rule;

(2) Upon written approval from the commission when there is a change in the
carryover cap, a change from one type of fortune pick (n) wagering to another,
or when the fortune pick (n) is discontinued;

(3) On the closing performance of the meet or split meet.
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(K) If, for any reason, the fortune pick (n) carryover must be held over to the corresponding
fortune pick (n) pool of a subsequent meet, the carryover shall be deposited in an
interest bearing account approved by the commission. The fortune pick (n) carryover
plus accrued interest shall then be added to the net fortune pick (n) pool of the
following meet on a date and performance so designated by the commission.

(L) With the written approval of the commission, the permit holder may contribute to the
fortune pick (n) carryover a sum of money up to the amount of any designated cap.

(M) It is strictly prohibited to provide information to any person regarding covered
combinations, amounts wagered on specific combinations, number of tickets sold, or
number of live tickets remaining. This shall not prohibit necessary communication
between totalizator and pari-mutuel department employees for processing of pool
data.

(N) The association may suspend previously approved fortune pick (n) wagering with the
prior approval of the commission. Any carryover shall be held until the suspended
fortune pick (n) wagering is reinstated. An association may request approval of a
fortune pick (n) wager or separate wagering pool for specific performances.

(O) Fortune pick (n), as used in this rule, shall mean the selection of winners in six or more
races during the course of an official racing program.
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